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Ċǝsnǝʔǝm, the City before the City
January Speaker: Viviane Gosselin
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ago when various long-settled
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significance, etc. But resilience and
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memory persist. This then begs the
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and adapted to various locations all the understanding.
way down to the tip of South America.
The current joint Museum of
In British Columbia as the glaciers
However, native peoples and their
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retreated, different groups carrying
stories did not die out; they have
exhibition (Ċǝsnǝʔǝm, the city before
more than 30 languages
the city) asks this very
gradually settled in the area,
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in particularly high numbers
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an important ancestral village
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for the indigenous history
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of which come from what is
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group boundaries did shift
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These artifacts represent an
until the Europeans and
ownership of the past - the
others began arriving over
deep past and are equally
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UBC fieldwork on the Marpole Midden.
disruptions took place
in driving home the point of
Photo: UBC Laboratory of Archaeology and the Musqueam First Nation. the long time pre-colonial
and waves of epidemics
wiped out vast numbers of
presence of the First Nations
indigenous peoples. Driven
people.
by the then-held European belief that
refused to be relegated to bit players
they were the natural inheritors of the
and have persisted. Little land was
Speaking to this will be Viviane
earth and that native peoples were
legally ceded to outsiders. Because of Gosselin, Curator of Contemporary
on an inexorable path to extinction,
this, nineteenth century colonial and
Culture at the Museum. Her conew settlers dismissively co-opted
subsequent administrations arbitrarily
presenter will be a representative from
native land. While this thread reflects
drew lines around traditional native
the Musquean First Nation.
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settlements cutting them off from their
migration theory as opposed to the
Bruce M. Watson
wider traditional lands and cultures:
culture-specific nativist stories of
hunting and fishing areas, sources

Next Meeting at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, Jan. 28, 2016 at Museum of Vancouver

President’s Notes

A

lthough it is the new year on the calendar, it is
not really a new year for VHS programs. We
work on a September-to-May schedule, and try to
plan far enough ahead to engage well-prepared, interesting speakers.

Hotel Vancouver Holiday Menu from 1891
Continued from back page

time, that first version of the hotel was the largest in the city
at 60 rooms. (By contrast, today’s Hotel Vancouver at Burrard
and Georgia — the third hotel of that name — has 557.) The
size of the hotel (and a railroad-financed opera house behind
it) soon made the Hotel Vancouver the centre of social and
business gatherings in the young city.

There are so many stories that can be told about
the city. Some are popular, others more arcane or
academic; some are recent, others predate living
memory. Some are almost topical, in the sense that
history tends to repeat itself (especially in a society
that rarely learns from its past mistakes). Some have
definable specialty audiences – the kind of people
who might only be interested in a program or two
each year, but who are potential regulars, possible
additions to the cohort of Vancouverites whom we are
trying to reach.
We are working on programs for 2016–17 that will
both entertain and inform you, our members, as well
as drawing in new audiences. They include talks on
crime, the arts, civic politics, labour and radicalism,
social justice, immigration, recreation, and neighbourhoods. I hope you will be able to attend all of
them.
Those readers who are involved with other non-profits and clubs will probably be aware of the issue of
declining membership. Many groups are weathering
a demographic shift as older members cease to renew
and younger potential members … well, they don’t
tend to join organizations the way earlier generations did. As we are a volunteer-run, membershipfunded society, we depend on the steady renewal of
our membership base to rent the fine room we use at
the Museum of Vancouver and pay insurance, plus
the printing and mailing costs of this newsletter and
numerous other expenses.
If you’re reading this before it becomes archived on
the website, you’re a paid-up member, and I thank
you sincerely for your support. Please spread the
word about us to your friends and acquaintances, so
we can keep the “free” lectures of the VHS going into
the indefinite future.
Michael Kluckner, President
mkluckner@vancouver-historical-society.ca

Staff of the first Hotel Vancouver gathered for a group
photo at the Georgia Street entrance in 1888, the year the
hotel opened.

Photo: C.S. Bailey & Co., Landscape Photographers,
City of Vancouver Archives AM54-S4-: Hot P3

The hotel was barely three years old when this special
Christmas menu was issued. The menu had a slight rose tint
to the rich paper on which it was printed. The cover showed
“A Merry Christmas” title, then a photo of the hotel and below
that, the hotel’s name and the year. There is a decorative red
ribbon through the middle of the page. Our illustration is from
a copy of a preserved menu stored in the City of Vancouver
Archives.
Note there are no prices. Perhaps the Christmas meal was
included in the price of a room. Perhaps it was a set price for
the meal. Many of the items wouldn’t look out of place on
Christmas dinner tables today.
The meal could be paid using Canadian money. The Colony of
British Columbia had issued its own money until 1871, when it
Continued on Top Left of Page 3

Hotel Vancouver Holiday Menu from 1891

Upcoming Speakers

Continued from Page 2
joined the Dominion of Canada, after which Canadian currency
was be used. Some chartered banks in 1891 were still allowed
to issue banknotes but only in certain denominations.
As we close our 1891 Christmas menu and our own holiday
meals of the past year become fond memories, let’s look ahead
and hope for a year filled with happiness, success and more
warm holiday gatherings with family and friends.

Another Successful Christmas Book Sale

The authors’ table at the VHS’ second annual Christmas
Book Sale held before the November 26th meeting and talk.

Photo: Florence Sung

Welcome New and Returning VHS Members
Christine Allen

Margaret Andrews

Alix Brown

Grace Bu

Carrie Gorringe

Sheila Kirkby

Lucy Laufer

Michael Richards

Heather Wilson

Robert & Alicia Matas

The VHS invites everyone (including non-members)
to attend our monthly talks. The talks are free and
are held at the Museum of Vancouver, 1100 Chestnut
Street (close to Vanier Park) at 7:30 p.m. on the
fourth Thursday of every month except June, July,
August, December).
Thursday, February 25, 2016, 7:30 P.M.
A Week You’ll Remember a Lifetime: The Story
of the 1954 British Empire and Commonwealth
Games
Speaker: Jason Beck
Sleepy Vancouver was in a rare spotlight when the
British Empire and Commonwealth Games was
opened in Vancouver on July 30th, 1954 and closed on
August 7th. By its end, 662 competitors from 24 nations had participated in the games with Canada coming fourth in medal standings. These Games became
best known for the “Miracle Mile” which took place
between Roger Bannister and John Landy at Empire
Stadium marking the first time these runners appeared
together in a competitive mile and the first time the
two men broke four minutes in the same race. At the
other end of the scale, Jim Peters, holder of the world’s
best for the marathon, entered the stadium 17 minutes
ahead of his nearest rival but collapsed, never completing the race and never running again. The Games left a
legacy of many memorable sports stories.
Thursday, March 24, 2016, 7:30 P.M.
Vancouver in Transit: Fast Forward from 1890 to
2016
Speaker: Henry Ewert
The sophisticated, state-of-the-art transit that began
being installed in 1890, only four years after the city’s
incorporation and three years after the arrival of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, deeply impacts the City of
Vancouver today. Up to and after 1913 when the full
street railway and interurban system was in place,
industrial and residential areas grew up around these
transit routes. However, the system declined because
of a combination of vehicular traffic’s need for greater
road space, the Great Depression, etc. After WWII,
making room for more cars, the system was replaced
with a much weaker version of what had been in place.
Recently, however, the city has seen the merit of the
thoughtful original plan and has revisited it as a template for a modern transit system.

Peek into the Past
with Jim McGraw

W

hile the holiday meals and even leftovers are but a
memory of Christmas 2015, let’s take one more look
at holiday meals…from 124 years ago in 1891. Pictured
is a special Christmas menu from the Hotel Vancouver,
the original hotel opened by the Canadian Pacific Railway
(CPR) in 1888 on the southwest corner of Granville and
Georgia.
The City of Vancouver was only two years old when the
hotel opened four blocks up the hill from the railroad’s

Menu from the Oppenheimer family fonds, City of Vancouver Archives

station on the waterfront. At the time, a commercial centre
had grown around Cordova but east of the railroad’s land
grant. There were several hotels in that area but none of
that money went into the coffers of the railroad.
The CPR decided to open their own large hotel on their
land. The railroad hoped this would then spur businesses
to move further west and buy land from the railroad’s
holdings. At the
Continued at top right of Page 2
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